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Abstract: Accurate electric power demand forecasting plays a key role in electricity markets and
power systems. The electric power demand is usually a non-linear problem due to various unknown
reasons, which make it difficult to get accurate prediction by traditional methods. The purpose
of this paper is to propose a novel hybrid forecasting method for managing and scheduling the
electricity power. EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR, the proposed new method, combines ensemble empirical
mode decomposition (EEMD), seasonal adjustment (S), cross validation (C), general regression
neural network (GRNN) and support vector regression machine optimized by the particle swarm
optimization algorithm (PSVR). The main idea of EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR is respectively to forecast
waveform and trend component that hidden in demand series to substitute directly forecasting
original electric demand. EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR is used to predict the one week ahead half-hour’s
electricity demand in two data sets (New South Wales (NSW) and Victorian State (VIC) in Australia).
Experimental results show that the new hybrid model outperforms the other three models in terms
of forecasting accuracy and model robustness.

Keywords: electricity demand forecasting; ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD);
generalized regression neural network (GRNN); support vector machine (SVM)

1. Introduction

With economic and social development, more and more oil, coal, electricity power, natural gas
and other energies are consumed. As a result, the world is facing serious energy resources shortage.
It is high time to pay enough attention to make a saving plan with energy resources, which is a key
point to ensure global economic sustainability and its healthy development. Electric energy, as an
important sort of energy, is vital for a country’s security and social stability. So, accurate electric
forecasting is a great asset. According to the research of Bunn and Farmer [1], the operating cost in
electric managing will increase by 10 million pounds ever year for every 1% increase in the predicted
error. However, since electricity demand is usually disturbed by various factors, such as unpredictable
weather conditions, holidays and dynamic electricity prices, it is true that demand series often includes
highly non-linear feature and complex factors which make it difficult to obtain accurate prediction [2].

To tackle this challenge and obtain more accurate electric demand forecasting, various models
have been developed in the past several decades. Traditionally, researchers often adopt liner regression
and time series methods. Bianco et al. [3] proposed linear regression models to forecast electricity
consumption in Italy. Grey-based models [4,5] were applied to forecast various power demands.
Taylor [6] used double seasonal exponential smoothing model for short-term electrical demand
forecasting and obtained a good result. Auto regressive moving average (ARIMA) model as a classical
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statistic model was used to forecast the electric demand in Malaysia [7]. Tran [8] compared adaptive
network based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) and seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA) in electric demand
prediction in Hanoi city, Vietnam, and stated that SARIMA was better. Wang et al. [9] presented a
hybrid momentum threshold AR-GARCH model for short term load forecasting. In Nordic electric
power market, Cifter [10] predicted electricity price volatility with Markov-switching GARCH model.
In other methods of time series, chaotic time series method was used for electricity demand forecast in
NSW, Australia [11]. Lack of non-linear consideration lets to inaccurate forecasting of those models
because electric load is known to be nonlinear and complex.

To improve the performance of nonlinear electric demand forecasting, artificial intelligence
techniques are employed [12]. Some researchers demonstrated the fact that an artificial neural network
(ANN) improves the performance on forecasting electrical load [13–16]. Specht [17] proposed a new
ANN model and named it general regression neural network (GRNN) in 1991. GRNN has been
extensively applied by researchers in non-linear forecasting [18,19]. Naguib and Hamdy [18] applied
GRNN to classify the label of prostate cancer, and Nose-Filho et al. [19] used GRNN to forecast
short-term multinodal electric load forecasting. On the other hand, a novel machine learning method
called support vector machine (SVM) was proposed by Cortes and Vapnik [20]. SVM for regression is
abbreviated SVR. Guo et al. [21] applied SVM and stated that future electric load can be predicted and
SVM is efficient for the forecasting. Sun and Liang [22] used an improved least-squares SVM (LSSVM)
to predict short-term load forecasting and found that the mean absolute percentage error is less than
1.5%, and proved effectiveness of LSSVM in the short-term load forecasting.

In the latest several years, researchers proposed various and novel hybrid models for increasing
forecasting accuracy of nonlinear electric demand. Generally, the combined and hybrid models not
only include the advantage of individual models, but also theirs mean absolute error is lower than
that of the individual models. Bouzerdoum et al. [23] combined seasonal autoregressive integrated
moving average model (ARIMA) and SVM to forecast the short-term power demand and showed
that the developed hybrid model performed better than both the single models. Zhao et al. [24] used
time-varying weights updated by a high-order Markov chain model to forecast electricity consumption
in china, and obtained the same conclusion. Combined time series modeling with adaptive particle
swarm optimization was proposed by Wang et al. [25]. This hybrid model includes S-ARIMA,
exponential smoothing model and SVM. The experimental results demonstrated that the hybrid model
had excellent accuracy and higher level of reliability. Fan et al. [26] proposed a combined model called
DEMD-SVR-AR to forecast electrical load in NSW market and the New York Independent System
Operator (NYISO). Compared with the other methods, these hybrid models have great improvements
in the performance of forecasting accuracy. In other filed, researchers [27–30] consistently reached a
conclusion that hybrid model predicts more accurate than the single models.

The use of Neural Network or SVM and hybrid of them is also useful in the forecast of electricity
price. For examples, Weron [31] reviewed abundant literatures of the electricity price forecasting and
mentioned that many of the modeling and price forecasting approaches considered in the literature are
hybrid solutions, combining techniques from two or more of the groups listed above; Cincotti et al. [32]
analyzed electricity spot-prices of the Italian Power Exchange (IPEX) and the results showed that
SVM methodology gives better forecasting accuracy for price time series; Another hybrid method
which united wavelet transform and a combined forecast method is also proposed by Amjady and
Keynia [33].

Almost all of the models mentioned above are chosen to model the original series, which
simply ignores the influence of noise signal jamming, seasonal component and trend component.
To remove the noise from a signal in the way of empirical mode decomposition (EMD), Guo et al. [34]
suggested that the first intrinsic mode function (IMF) includes all of the noise. Nevertheless, EMD
also has shortcomings, so we use an advanced EEMD to replace EMD for decomposing the series.
The EEMD-based signal filtering has advantages which include extracting IMFs directly from the
original sequence without any wavelet functions compared with wavelet decomposition methods
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and can easily be used to deal with nonlinear and nonstationary signals. In this paper, partial auto
correlation function (PACF) also plays a vital role in recognizing noise series according to the truth that
noise series does not have the correlation in short-term. The decomposition result of EEMD is split into
noise component, waveform component and trend component. The method of seasonal adjustment
is adopted to remove seasonal influence in the waveform component. Common season adjustment
strategy is very effective to remove the seasonal component in the time series. Next we model the
preprocessing waveform series and use the cross validation for GRNN (CGRNN) to train and test net.
Later, use CGRNN to get the waveform prediction by adding the seasonal index back as the ultimate
waveform prediction value. For the trend component, support vector regression machine optimized
by the particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSVR) is selected to build model to formulate the trend
series and obtain the predicted value. Finally, we recombine the results of forecasts for both waveform
and trend as the ultimate electric demand predicted value.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 mainly describes EMD and EEMD-based
signal filtering and PACF. In Section 3, seasonal adjustment, GRNN, cross validation (CV) and CGRNN
are illustrated. particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm, SVR and PSVR are given in Section 4.
The proposed model is presented in Section 5. Followed by the discussion of the experimental results
in Section 6. Section 7 concludes this paper and discusses the contribution of this novel model.

2. EMD and EEMD Based Signal Filtering

2.1. Empirical Mode Decomposition Based Signal Filtering

Huang [35] proposed EMD in 1998. The idea of EMD is to decompose the original signal into a
sum of IMFs. The decomposition of EMD for any original signal x(t) can be written as follows:

x(t) =
n

∑
i=1

ci(t) + rn (1)

where n is the number of IMFs, ci the i-th IMF, rn the final residual.
In general, noise exists in the first IMF. So, filtering the noise from the original signal by EMD

method leads to the following equation:

x′(t) =
n

∑
i=2

ci(t) + rn (2)

2.2. Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition Based Signal Filtering

EEMD proposed by Wu and Huang [36] overcomes mode mixing on frequency in EMD. The main
idea of EEMD is to add white noise into the original signal independently, repeating many times,
and to obtain ensemble means of the corresponding IMFs.

2.3. Partial Auto Correlation Function (PACF)

PACF plays a vital role in recognizing noise series, because a noise series does not have the
short-term correlation. For a time series {z1, z2, ..., zn}, according to Wang and Zhao [30], the definition
of PACF is described as follows. The covariance at lag k (if k = 0, it is the variance) is denoted by
γk(k = 1, 2, ..., M) which are estimated as:

γ̂k =
1
n

n−k

∑
i=1

(zi − z̄)(zi+k − z̄), k = 0, 1, ..., M. (3)

where z̄ is the mean of the series, M = n/4 the maximum lag, n the number of data in the time series.
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Based on covariance, ACF (auto correlation function) at lag k is decided by:

ρ̂k =
γ̂k
γ̂0

(4)

Based on the covariance and ACF, we can define PACF at lag k denoted by φkk , which is:

φkk =
D̂k

D̂
(5)

where D̂ =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 ρ̂1 ρ̂2 ... ρ̂k−1
ρ̂1 1 ρ̂2 ... ρ̂k−2
ρ̂2 ρ̂1 1 ... ρ̂k−3
...

...
...

ρ̂k−1 ρ̂k−2 ρ̂k−3 ... 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣, D̂k =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 ρ̂1 ρ̂1 ... ρ̂1
ρ̂1 1 ρ̂2 ... ρ̂2
ρ̂2 ρ̂1 1 ... ρ̂3

...
...

...
ρ̂k−1 ρ̂k−2 ρ̂k−3 ... ρ̂k

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣.
The principle of recognizing noise series is: If the partial autocorrelation at lag k (1, 2, ..., M) is not

out of 95% confidence interval, which is [−1.96√
n , 1.96√

n ] approximately, the series is different with white
noise series.

3. The Processing Method of Waveform

3.1. Seasonal Adjustment

In this section, a new season adjustment is discussed. Given a data series x111, x112, ..., x11s;
x121, x122, ..., x12s, ..., xmns(T = mns), then:

X =



x111 x112 . . . x11s
x121 x122 . . . x12s

...
...

...
...

x1n1 x1n2 . . . x1ns
x211 x212 . . . x21s

...
...

...
...

x2n1 x2n2 . . . x2ns
...

... xijk
...

xmn1 xmn2 . . . xmns



(6)

For xijk, i(i = 1, 2, ..., m) represents the ith column cycle, j(j = 1, 2, ..., n) the j-th position in the
i-th column cycle, k (k = 1, 2, ..., s) the k-th position in the j-th row of the i-th column cycle. Then,
we build a new matrix with size of (j× k) from the i-th column cycle, which denotes as the matrix[ xi11 xi12 ... xi1s

xi21 xi22 ... xi2s
... ... xijk ...

xin1 xin2 ... xins

]
. The mean of each column is defined as follows: xik = (xi1k + xi2k+, ...,+xink)/n, so

it is easy to obtain (xi1, xi2, ..., xik, ..., xis). Then use Iijk =
xijk
xik

to compute the matrix

 Ii11 Ii12 ... Ii1s
Ii2k Ii22 ... Ii2s
... ... Iijk ...

Iin1 Iin2 ... Iins

.

The seasonal index for all of column cycle are calculated by using Ijk =
I1jk+I2jk+,...,Imjk

m when i from
1 to m. So we can acquire all of the seasonal index matrix for any of a column cycle denoted as[

I11 I12 ... I1s
I21 I22 ... I2s... ... ... ...
In1 In2 ... Ins

]
. The seasonal index is used to remove the seasonal influence by the Equation (7).

x′ijk = xijk/Ijk (7)
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3.2. General Regression Neural Network (GRNN)

The fundamental principle of GRNN is nonliner regression analysis, which is proposed in [18].
There is a main equation which represents the GRNN nonlinear regression formula:

Ŷ(X) = E(y|X) =
∑n

i=1 Yiexp[− (X−Xi)
T(X−Xi)

2σ2 ]

∑n
i=1 exp[− (X−Xi)T(X−Xi)

2σ2 ]
(8)

From Equation (8), we know the estimated value Ŷ(X) is the weighted average with all the sample
observed values. Each weight factor of the observed value Yi is decided by corresponding the square
of the distances between sample Xi and X. The GRNN block diagram is drew in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The structure of general regression neural network (GRNN).

Where, Pi = exp[− (X−Xi)
T(X−Xi)

2σ2 ](i = 1, 2, ..., n), SD = ∑n
i=1 Pi, SNj = ∑n

i=1 yijPi(j = 1, 2, ..., k),

and yj is the j-th output value and it is decided as yj =
SNj
SD

(j = 1, 2, ..., k).

3.3. Cross Validation

The cross validation (CV) was proposed by Kohavi [37]. Randomly split the original data into k
mutually exclusive subsets which have equal size. Let every subsets as a validation set respectively
and the rest of k− 1 subsets as the train sets, and then obtain a series accuracy of the parameters. In the
end, every accurate value is decided by Equation (9) and denoted as accuracy (acc):

acc =

√
1
n

n

∑
i=1

(xi − x̂i)2 (9)

macc = ∑k
i=1 acci

k
(10)

where n is the number of the validation, xi the value of the validation, x̂i the prediction value.
The mean value of k times accuracy is an important criteria to select a better parameter and described
in Equation (10). It’s obvious that the mean value of acc (macc) is much smaller, and the corresponding
model is much better.
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3.4. General Regression Neural Network Optimized by CV

The parameter optimization of GRNN is a problem that influences the accuracy of GRNN
prediction. CV is an efficient method to search the optimal parameter of GRNN, because it makes full
use of the information of the original sample data set.

Figure 2 is the flowchart of GRNN optimized by cross validation algorithm. Where macc represents
mean of accuracy using k steps cross validation for a given parameter sigma. The best sigma is decided
by the best macc.

Figure 2. The flowchart of GRNN optimized by CV algorithm.

4. The Processing Method of Trend Component

4.1. Support Vector Regression Machine

SVM was developed by Cortes and Vapnik [20]. Suppose we are given training data set {xj, yj}N
j=1,

with xj ∈ Rn as the input vector, yj ∈ R the output value and N the number of the whole sample.
The key idea of SVR is to map the input space into a higher dimensional feature space ℵ via nonlinearly
mapping φ(x). In the higher dimensional feature space, training data is easily classifying and fitting.
In SVR, f (x) is constructed to approximate linearly the unknown function relationship g(x). The form
of f (x) is denoted as the equation

f (x) = ωTφ(x) + b (11)
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where ω is the weight vector, and φ(x) is a nonlinear mapping from input space to a higher dimensional
feature, φ : X → ℵ, and b ∈ R. In order to estimate the coefficients ω and b, the optimization problem
is expressed in [20]. The solution is calculated in a form of:

f (x) =
m

∑
i=1

(αi − α∗i )K(x, xi) + b (12)

where, K(x, xi) is the kernel function. The Gaussian radial basis function (RBF) is an effective kernel
function for nonlinear regression problems. Our model employs RBF, which can be expressed as:

K(x, xi) = exp(
−||x− xi||2

2σ2 ) (13)

4.2. Support Vector Regression Machine Optimized by Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm

Inspired by foraging act of searching and observation about groups of birds, Kennedy and
Eberhart [38] proposed a swarm intelligent optimization algorithm (PSO). PSO method can effectively
solve many nonlinear and linear optimization problems.

In SVM, the positive constant parameter c and kernel parameter σ play a key role on the prediction
accuracy. It’s important for SVR to select suitable parameter and optimization method. The following
is a detailed description of the steps of SVR optimized by PSO.

Step 1 Initialization. Randomly generate N particles to make up an original population. The initial
position and velocity of each particle are randomly assigned.

Step 2 Fitness evaluation. Calculate the fitness value of each particle. The fitness function is calculated
in the following equation:

Fitness =
1
N

N

∑
i=1
|xi − x̂i|2 (14)

where xi and x̂i represent the actual values and prediction values by SVR respectively. Update
the local best position Pib and the globe best position Pgb.

Step 3 Update and generate new particles for the next generation.
Step 4 Check whether the termination criteria is satisfied. If not, go back to step 2, otherwise, output

the result.

5. The Proposed Method

In electric demand prediction, various factors affect the electric power demand data on different
levels. To deal with the problem of noise data caused by the unknown factors, EEMD-based signal
filtering and PACF identification approach are used. In addition, seasonal factor also influences the
electric demand data. To eliminate the seasonal components and improve the forecasting accuracy,
seasonal adjustment is used for processing waveform component after EEMD. GRNN optimizing
parameter by CV on the processed data series is used to acquire the final waveform’s prediction by
adding season index. PSVR is used to get the final trend’s prediction. In the end, recombined waveform
and trend forecasting are used as the ultimate electric prediction. We call the newly established hybrid
model EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR.

The details of the novel model include three stages as follows:

Stage 1 Decomposition and noise reduction: EEMD is used to decompose the original electric demand
data into a series of IMFs and one residual series. Then, PACF is used to identify noise
interference from a number of IMFs and one residual series. In general, the first IMF includes
the noise. The rest of IMFs are considered as the waveform component and the residual is
considered as the trend component.
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Stage 2 Single forecasting: On the one hand, the strategy of seasonal adjustment is used to reduce
cycle components, GRNN using CV to forecast the processed waveform component series.
The CGRNN obtains the final waveform’s prediction by adding corresponding season indexes,
and the waveform prediction is noted as W. On the other hand, PSVR is used to obtain the
trend forecasting values (T).

Stage 3 Ensemble forecasting: These respective estimates of waveform and trend component
are combined into the final electric demand forecasts using the principle of ensemble.
Equation (15) is the ensemble forecasting formula.

ŷi = Wi + Ti (15)

where ŷi is the i-th demand forecasting value, Wi the i-th waveform forecasting value, Ti the i-th trend
forecasting value. Figure 3 is the overall flowchart of EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR.

Figure 3. Overall flowchart of EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR. EEMD: combines ensemble empirical mode
decomposition; IMF: intrinsic mode function; PACF: partial auto correlation function; PSVR: support
vector regression machine optimized by the particle swarm optimization algorithm.

6. Simulation

6.1. Data Collection

The daily electricity demand data of New South Wales (NSW) and Victorian (VIC) in Australia
used in this paper were collected from the website http://www.aemo.com.au/. The collected data in
NSW and VIC covers a time span of 12 weeks in total (NSW: 1 April 2015–23 June 2015, VIC: 1 August
2015–23 October 2015 ), of which the first 11 weeks are used to predict the last one. Weekly predicted
data are 336. With half-hour observation values starting from 0:30 to 24:00, there are 48 observation

http://www.aemo.com.au/
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every day, which means a total of 3696 values for the 11 weeks as the training sets and the testing sets
containing the remaining 336 data. The statistical properties of the data collected at NSW and VIC are
given in Table 1. The original electricity demand data of 12 weeks in NSW are depicted in Figure 4.

Table 1. Basic statistical properties of electric data sets. NSW: New South Wales; VIC: Victorian.

Area ID Data Set Min (MW) Max (MW) Mean (MW) Std (MW)

NSW training set 5407.55 11,625.47 7906.03 1143.13
testing set 6383.53 11,278.45 8796.39 1191.00

VIC training set 3479.24 7483.73 5246.76 794.51
testing set 3678.57 6250.54 4864.60 652.78

Figure 4. Electricity demand of NSW from 1 April 2015 to 23 June 2015.

Figure 4 shows the data have an obvious periodic component. The different week data show that
the weekly electricity demand is different. It has a seasonal component obviously. Trend component is
also obvious, which is hidden in time series.

6.2. Statistical Measures of Forecasting Performance

In this paper, three criteria are employed to quantitatively determine the best model from the
proposed models. They are the root mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE) and mean
absolute percentage error (MAPE), expressed in Equation (16)–(18):

RMSE =

√
1
n

n

∑
i=1

(xi − x̂i)2 (16)

MAE =
1
n

n

∑
i=1
|xi − x̂i| (17)

MAPE =
1
n

n

∑
i=1
| xi − x̂i

xi
| × 100% (18)

where n is the number of periods of time, xi the actual value and x̂i the prediction value.
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6.3. Different Processing Procedure of Four Predicted Models

In order to highlight the advantages of proposed model EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR, three models are
established to make a comparison in this research, i.e., CGRNN (cross validation for general regression
neural network), EMD-CGRNN-PSVR (combined with empirical mode decomposition-based signal,
cross validation for GRNN and PSO for support vector regression machine) and EEMD-CGRNN-PSVR
(combined with ensemble empirical mode decomposition-based signal, cross validation for GRNN
and PSO for support vector regression machine).

CGRNN uses the original electric series to build the model. The training function relationship
about CGRNN is that the data of the previous weekday can be used to predict the data of the following
corresponding weekday (e.g., one Monday to the next Monday, one Tuesday to the next Tuesday).
Therefore, the model can directly predict the 336 half hour electric demand values of following week.
The function relationship is also adopted by the other three models.

EMD-CGRNN-PSVR applies EMD to decompose the original electric demand data into a series of
IMFs and one residual series. Then, PACF is used to identify and remove the noise interference from
the IMFs and the residual series. The rest of IMFs as the waveform component and the residual as
the trend component are adopted. Then, CGRNN is used to forecast the waveform component as the
final waveform’s prediction. PSVR is used to forecast the trend component. In the end, the waveform
component and the trend component are combined as the final electric demand forecasting.

The only difference between EEMD-CGRNN-PSVR and EMD-CGRNN-PSVR is that the former
employs the method of EEMD to decompose the original electric demand data into a series of IMFs
and one residual series. The following steps are same as in the EMD-CGRNN-PSVR.

6.4. Simulation and Experiment Result of EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR in NSW

Figure 5 shows the decomposed results of EEMD and the high frequency information concentrated
on the first several IMFs (a, b, c, d and e), and the low frequency information in the later several IMFs
(f, g, h, i and j ). The last residual series (k) is the trend of the original electric series. According to the
property that the noise series’ PACF value does not have the short-term correlation, we can identify
the noise component.

Figure 5. Decomposition of the original electric demand by EEMD. (a) IMF1; (b) IMF2; (c) IMF3;
(d) IMF4; (e) IMF5; (f) IMF6; (g) IMF7; (h) IMF8; (i) IMF9; (j) IMF10; and (k) Residual.
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The results of the PACF are shown in Figure 6. It can be determined from Figure 6 that all of IMFs
and the residual series have short-term correlation. Therefore, those original series just includes a little
noise which can be ignored.

Figure 6. Sample PACF of each IMF and one residual. (a) PACF of IMF1; (b) PACF of IMF2; (c) PACF
of IMF3; (d) PACF of IMF4; (e) PACF of IMF5; (f) PACF of IMF6; (g) PACF of IMF7; (h) PACF of IMF8;
(i) PACF of IMF9; (j) PACF of IMF10; and (k) PACF of Residual.

After decomposing and denoising, EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR assembles IMFs as the waveform
component and takes the residual as the trend component. The result of split waveform and trend
component is show in Figure 7. Then for waveform, seasonal adjustment is used to eliminate the influences
caused by seasonal factors. The detail of seasonal adjustment is introduced in Section 3.1. In this case,
the data can compose a matrix Xijk, where i = 1, 2, ..., m, j = 1, 2, ..., n, k = 1, 2, ..., s, m = 11, n = 7, s = 48.
m presents the number of weeks for training data, n the seven days of one week, s the 48 half hours of
one day. The following seasonal adjustment process is similar to Section 3.1. In the eliminated seasonal
waveform series, two day series are depicted in Figure 8 as an example to show seasonal adjustment
advantages. Figure 8 demonstrates that eliminated seasonal waveform component becomes more smooth
and steady, which will make GRNN to obtain more accurate prediction. On the other hand, the method of
PSO to optimize parameter of SVR is used to forecast the trend component series.
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Figure 7. Split waveform and trend component from original electric demand by using EEMD and
PACF. (a) all of 11 weeks half-hour electric demand; (b) amplified the detailed half-hour electric
demand between 1500th and 2000th.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Comparison of waveform component and eliminated seasonal waveform component in
3 April and 7 April 2015. (a) 3 April 2015; (b) 7 April 2015.

After that, EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR uses ensemble forecasting. According to Equation (15),
these respective estimations of waveform and trend component are combined as the final electric
demand forecast value.

EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR employs CGRNN with EEMD-based signal filtering, seasonal adjustment
and PSVR to acquire forecasting value. To emphasize the advantages of EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR model,
the other three models in comparison all use CGRNN method. Contrasting with EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR,
CGRNN directly modeled with the original data. EMD-CGRNN-PSVR does not employ EEMD and
seasonal adjustment. EEMD-CGRNN-PSVR does not employ seasonal adjustment.
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6.5. Comparative Analysis

6.5.1. Comparative Model Accuracy Analysis

The four models (CGRNN, EMD-CGRNN-PSVR, EEMD-CGRNN-PSVR and EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR)
are respectively denoted as Model 1 to Model 4 for the convenience of discussion. Figure 9a,b
shows the weekly ahead prediction values of these four models for NSW (17–23 June 2015) and VIC
(17–23 October 2015), with an average value of 50 simulations. It can be seen from Figure 9 that
EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR is better than other models.

Table 2 shows the criteria values of RMSE, MAE and MAPE respectively for four models on one
week ahead forecasting in NSW and VIC. When comparing EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR and the other
three models, we have the following observation from Table 2: For one week ahead forecasting in NSW
area, three criteria show that the model of CGRNN performs the worst in accuracy (RMSE: 391.17,
MAE: 293.38, MAPE: 3.78). However, EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR has the smallest error value in
four methods. When comparing EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR with CGRNN, EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR
has reduced RMSE by 29.2%, MAE by 27.8%, MAPE by 30.5% in NSW. The other two methods,
EMD-CGRNN-PSVR and EEMD-CGRNN-PSVR, have the medial performance. There are same
results in VIC area. The optimal RMSE (258.22), MAE (220.46) and MAPE (4.54%) values come from
EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR. As shown in Table 2, compared with CGRNN, EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR has
reduced RMSE by 22.5%, MAE by 23.9%, MAPE by 26.5% in VIC. We can conclude that the advanced
method EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR can obtain much higher accurate electricity demand forecasting values
than that of the other models.

Figure 9. One week ahead forecasting results of four models for two electricity demand data sets.
(a) Next week electricity demand forecasting in NSW (17–23 June 2015); (b) in VIC (17–23 October
2015). This is a color figure, and the reader is referred to the electronic color version of this figure.
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Table 2. Three statistical criteria of four models in two electric data sets.

Area ID Criteria Model1 Model2 Model3 Model4

NSW
RMSE 391.17 359.71 301.22 276.84
MAE 293.38 283.78 253.36 229.63

MAPE (%) 3.78 3.24 2.86 2.62

VIC
RMSE 333.37 309.80 325.64 258.22
MAE 289.55 259.92 280.95 220.46

MAPE (%) 6.18 5.49 5.96 4.54

6.5.2. Comparative Model Robustness Analysis

The robustness analysis of the four methods are given in Figure 10. According to Figure 10a,b,
EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR has the lowest average MAPE error in 50 times simulation, and its MAPE
fluctuation is smaller than that of the other three methods. Moreover, the lowest lower and upper
bounds of MAPE are given by EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR method. Broadly speaking, in the two actual
cases, the robustness of EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR model is superior to the other three models.

All in all, the contrastive experiment carried out EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR model outperforms the
other three models in terms of forecasting accuracy and model stability. EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR also
has the ability to do well in managing and making plan for electricity demand forecasting.

Figure 10. Box plots of one week ahead forecasting MAPE distribution (50 times simulation) for four
models in two electricity demand data sets: (a) NSW (17–23 June 2015); (b) VIC (17–23 October 2015).

In above experiments, we choose 11 weeks as the training period. Do the results change with
the training period? We designed another experiment to evaluate the influence of training period on
the accuracy of forecasting. We tried a few of training periods to explain the problem (Using training
period as 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 weeks). The experimental results are listed in Table 3. We can see that as
the training period changing, the performance of the hybrid model also changes. The best performance
is an 11 week training period in both two data sets. However, we cannot give the conclusion that
11 weeks is the best training period. Perhaps it is depending on data set. The performance of
EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVM is also very good on all these training periods.
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Table 3. MAPE statistical criteria of EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVM in two electric data sets (NSW, VIC) under
different training periods.

Training Period NSW VIC

9 weeks 3.30% 4.77%
10 weeks 2.63% 5.03%
11 weeks 2.62% 4.54%
12 weeks 3.02% 5.21%
13 weeks 2.88% 4.69%
14 weeks 3.80% 4.88%
Average 3.04% 4.85%

7. Conclusions

This paper proposed a forecasting model named EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR for one week ahead
electricity demand forecasting. The main innovate idea of EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR is that we forecast
waveform component and trend component respectively to substitute directly forecasting original
electric demand. We applied some advanced techniques into the hybrid model. For example,
PACF is used to identify whether original electric demand contains white noise; Seasonal adjustment
is taken into account to deal with seasonal factor in the waveform component; GRNN and SVR
are used to respectively forecast the waveform and trend. Combining the respectively predicted
results as the final electric demand prediction is more accurate than the directly forecasting model
(CGRNN), non seasonal adjusting model(EMD-CGRNN-PSVM) and non EEMD decomposing model
(EMD-SCGRNN-PSVM). Experiments with three criteria (RMSE, MAE and MAPE) clearly demonstrate
that EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR significantly improves the accuracy and stability of prediction, and this
new model can be used to schedule electricity energy demand forecasting in electric market. Moreover,
this hybrid model can also be applied to forecast electric price, wind speed, tourism demand and
other energy demand. Seemingly complex, the experiment results on two datasets show that the
EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR does not have the over-fitting problem. In contrast, the new hybrid model
performs more robust than the other three models. Of course, EEMD-SCGRNN-PSVR has some
shortcomings to be overcome. For instance, when using it to forecast electric demand, more time is
needed with respected to the simple models. It’s sophisticated model, which will use large memory
space on computing. But with the development of computing ability, the new hybrid model can
quickly cover the problem.
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